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Dissertation writing is a crucial part of many college and university programs, and it is

typically required for students to earn a higher degree such as a master's or doctoral

degree. A dissertation is a long, written piece of work that is meant to demonstrate a

student's understanding of a particular subject or to make an argument for a particular

point of view. It typically includes an introduction, literature review, methodology, results,

and conclusion sections, and it is often used as a capstone project for a higher degree

program.

Dissertation writing in the UK can be a challenging and time-consuming task for many

students, and finding a reliable and trustworthy writing service can be a helpful resource

for those who need assistance with their writing. There are many dissertation writing

services available that can provide professional writing assistance for students in need.

These services can help students save time and stress by taking on the task of writing

their dissertation, allowing them to focus on other important tasks or responsibilities.

In the modern age of technology, it is easy for students to find and hire a dissertation

writing service online. However, it is important for students to be aware of the risks

associated with using writing services and to choose a reputable and trustworthy service

to ensure that they are getting high-quality writing.

In terms of college paper writing in general, it is an important part of many college and

university programs, and it is typically required for students to complete various

assignments and projects throughout their academic careers. University and college

paper writing can be a challenging and time-consuming task for many students, and

finding a reliable and trustworthy writing service can be a helpful resource for those who

need assistance with their writing. There are many writing services available that can

provide professional writing assistance for students in need. These services can help

students save time and stress by taking on the task of writing their papers, allowing them

to focus on other important tasks or responsibilities. Here are the top 6 dissertation and

thesis writing services in the United Kingdom, selected by professionals in the field and

based on numerous testimonials from their clients.

 Ivory Research - the best dissertation writing service in the UK.

 EssayFactory - law dissertation writing company from UK.
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 PaperCoach - top-rated dissertation and master thesis provider based in London.

 EssayPro - the cheapest dissertation writing service.

 99Papers - professional nursing PhD writing help.

 PaperHelp - custom dissertation writing company.

Essentially, the advancement of technology has created modernized services such as the

ones stated below that have emerged to assist all types of students with just a click of a

few buttons. Now you can get acquainted with each presented service closer in the

detailed reviews below.

6 Best Dissertation Writing Services in UK
#1. Ivory Research 

Ivory Research is a leading dissertation writing service based in the UK. It is a company

that provides custom essay and dissertation writing services to students. According to its

website, the company claims to have a team of writers who can produce high-quality

academic content for a variety of subjects and levels of study.

Nevertheless, the company has a team of experienced writers who are all native English

speakers, and they offer a wide range of writing services including dissertation writing,

thesis writing, and research paper writing. Ivory Research is known for quality work, and

they guarantee that all papers will be delivered to the highest standards.

In terms of how the service works, students can place an order for a dissertation online

and provide specific instructions for their assignment. The writing service will then assign

the order to a qualified writer who will work on the dissertation and deliver it to the

student by the agreed-upon deadline. Ivory Research offers a range of pricing options,

with prices starting at £17.99 per page.

Other features of Ivory Research include:

A range of pricing options: Ivory Research offers a range of pricing options to suit

different budgets. The website also offers a wide range of payment options making

it easy for customers to pay in whatever method they prefer.

Custom writing: Ivory Research offers custom writing services, which means that

students can request specific topics or get help with specific sections of their

dissertation.

Free revisions: Ivory Research offers free revisions to ensure that students are

satisfied with their work within 10 days of obtaining the dissertation.

Confidentiality: Ivory Research ensures that all information shared by students is

kept confidential and is not shared with third parties.

Customer support: Ivory Research has a dedicated customer support team that is

available to answer any questions or concerns that students may have throughout

the process. They state that they have 24/7 support to be exact and that this
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excellent feature is available via live chat, WhatsApp, e-mail and social media

platforms.

Their website also goes further to explicitly mention that their work is guaranteed to be

plagiarism free and that you can also get free dissertation and essay topics from their

website in order to get some ideas and inspiration for your own topics. This works by

selecting the topic you are interested in and then the website will supply you with

numerous free topic ideas to choose from.

Not to mention, the company is outlining via their website that the student’s paper is

guaranteed never to be resold to any other customer of the company.

One student review of Ivory Research praised the company for their fast turnaround time

and excellent writing quality. The student reported that they were able to submit their

dissertation on time and received a high grade thanks to the help of the Ivory Research

team.

#2. EssayFactory 
EssayFactory is an affordable law dissertation writing service based in the UK. The

company has a team of experienced writers who are all native English speakers, and they

offer a wide range of writing services including dissertation writing, thesis writing, and

essay paper writing. One of the standout features of EssayFactory is their commitment to

meeting tight deadlines, and they offer a same-day delivery option for students who

need their papers in a hurry. The company also offers 24/7 support and one can call

them at any time at 0203 384 5991 as well as via email or chat to a live agent.

Once again, in terms of how the service works, students can place an order for a

dissertation online and provide specific instructions for their assignment. The writing

service will then assign the order to a qualified writer who will work on the dissertation

and deliver it to the student by the agreed-upon deadline. EssayFactory offers a range

of pricing options, with prices starting at just £9.97 per page.

This company is also stating that the work of the dissertation will not contain any

plagiarism, that everything will be private and secure as well as that the paper will also

have perfect formatting and structure, which are all largely appealing for students who

are looking to get very good grades at their university/ college courses/ degrees.

Furthermore, the company also has a blog for interested readers to have a look and

learn more about papers, dissertation topics and other similar things more generally in

education. Also, another wonderful thing performed by the company is the fact that they

have added a page on their website dedicated to samples, where an interested student

can check for samples completed by the company for other students. This can give the

student a lot of food for thought and valuable perspective as to which paper writing

service that student ought to choose from.
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In fact, the company states that during their time operating, they have delivered 28 356

orders at the time of writing this article, 98.5% of those orders have been delivered on

time or before the deadline and that the company has around 1,729 professional active

writers. The company further states that they have a 9,4 / 10 average star rating.

One student review of EssayFactory praised the company for their fast turnaround time

and excellent writing quality. The student reported that they were able to submit their law

dissertation on time and received a high grade thanks to the help of the EssayFactory

team. The student also noted that the pricing was very affordable compared to other

writing services they had used in the past. On their website, many testimonials are

featured for users and customers to get a better context and understanding of the

reviews left from other students in the past.

#3. PaperCoach 
PaperCoach is a top-rated dissertation and thesis provider based in London. The

company has a team of experienced writers who are all native English speakers, and they

offer a wide range of writing services including dissertation writing, thesis writing, and

research paper writing. One of the standout features of PaperCoach is their commitment

to customer satisfaction, and they offer a money-back guarantee if a student is not

satisfied with their work. The company’s services include, without limitation to, writing a

dissertation from scratch, editing and/ or proofreading, problem solving questions,

paraphrasing and/ or rewriting as well as multiple choice questions.

Similar to the other ones as well, in terms of how the service works, students can place

an order for a dissertation online and provide specific instructions for their assignment.

The writing service will then assign the order to a qualified writer who will work on the

dissertation and deliver it to the student by the agreed-upon deadline. This is outlined in

the ‘How it Works’ section of the website. The company says it will send an email

notification to the student that the paper has been completed and the company also

itierates to students that they should take a break after ordering and let PaperCoach do

the work for them as they are aware of the challenging nature of university work in recent

years. PaperCoach offers a range of pricing options, with prices starting at £12.99 per

page. PaperCoach also provides free revisions, confidentiality privilege, customer

support and a range of pricing options just like Ivory Research.

Accordingly, PaperCoach also has a fantastic feature that involves partial payments to

its services for the writing of the dissertation paper. This is particularly helpful to students

who are struggling financially and may not be able to pay a hefty fee upfront for the

services. The company also added features similar to EssayFactory. Appropriately, these

features include a blog, a page specifically for samples to see previous work and

testimonials added from other students who used the service. A student is also capable

of creating an account within the website for free.
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One student review of PaperCoach praised the company for their excellent writing

quality and customer service. The student reported that they were able to submit their

dissertation on time and received a high grade thanks to the help of the PaperCoach

team. The student also noted that the customer support team was very helpful in

answering any questions or concerns they had throughout the process.

#4. EssayPro 

EssayPro is a dissertation writing service that prides itself on its low prices and high-

quality writing. The company has a team of experienced writers who are all native English

speakers, and they offer a wide range of writing services including dissertation writing,

thesis writing, and research paper writing. One of the standout features of EssayPro is

their commitment to customer satisfaction, and they offer a money-back guarantee if a

student is not satisfied with their work.

Similar to the others, in terms of how the service works, students can place an order for a

dissertation online and provide specific instructions for their assignment. The writing

service will then assign the order to a qualified writer who will work on the dissertation

and deliver it to the student by the agreed-upon deadline. EssayPro offers a range of

pricing options, with prices starting at just £9.97 per page. The student must pick the

deadline as well and the website will be better able to calculate the overall price

needed for the student to pay in conjunction with the specific type of service that the

student requires.

The website also offers unlimited amendments to the paper after delivery and also

contains a blog page. Nonetheless, the website does not seem to contain a page for

samples for students to see prior work conducted via the website. Writers are mostly

from the USA and Canada, according to the website and the website also includes a

section where an interested student may apply to become a writer for the website. The

website, in addition, contains a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) page for interested

readers to learn more about the ordering process, how to manage an order and other

relevant information associated with the website and services that the website offers.

One student review of EssayPro praised the company for their low prices and high-

quality writing. The student reported that they were able to submit their dissertation on

time and received a high grade thanks to the help of the EssayPro team. The student also

noted that the customer support team was very helpful in answering any questions or

concerns they had throughout the process.

#5. 99Papers 
99Papers is a professional PhD writing service that has been helping students with their

academic writing needs for many years. The company has a team of experienced writers

who are all native English speakers, with writers with backgrounds from UK and USA

universities, and they offer a wide range of writing services including dissertation writing,
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thesis writing, and research paper writing. One of the standout features of 99Papers is

their commitment to meeting deadlines, and they guarantee that all papers will be

delivered on time.

In terms of how the service works, the company has a page dedicated entirely for how

the service works and essentially, students can place an order for a dissertation online

and provide specific instructions for their assignment. The writing service will then assign

the order to a qualified writer who will work on the dissertation and the student can talk

with the assigned writer regarding the student’s dissertation in order to ensure everything

is going smoothly. The writer will subsequently deliver it to the student by the agreed-

upon deadline and the student is allowed revisions. 99Papers offers a range of pricing

options, with prices starting at £9.99 per page. Just like others, it depends on the deadline

and complexity, topic of the dissertation. Similar to the rest of the writing services as well,

the company contains a page for samples, a blog, a FAQs page, testimonials from other

students, among other things.

One student review of 99Papers praised the company for their fast turnaround time and

excellent writing quality. The student reported that they were able to submit their

dissertation on time and received a high grade thanks to the help of the 99Papers team.

The student also noted that the customer support team was very helpful in answering

any questions or concerns they had throughout the process.

The student can also inquire about certain discounts and coupons/ vouchers associated

with the writing service.

#6. PaperHelp 

PaperHelp is a custom dissertation writing company that allows students to hire writers

online. The company has a team of experienced writers who are all native English

speakers, and they offer a wide range of writing services including dissertation writing,

thesis writing, and research paper writing. One of the standout features of PaperHelp is

their customer service, and they have a team of dedicated customer support

professionals who are available to answer any questions or concerns that students may

have, with 24/7 customer service via their email addresses, Messenger, chat on the

website and phone numbers. The company offers quality control, meaning that

PaperHelp has a team of quality control professionals who review all completed orders

to ensure that they meet the company's high standards of quality.

In terms of how the service works, students can place an order for a dissertation online

and provide specific instructions for their assignment. The writing service will then assign

the order to a qualified writer who will work on the dissertation. Impressively, the student

can also track the Progress on their account (which can be created for free) that contains

a unique control panel to track the progress on the relevant paper. The student can also

get a sample of the Paper as well as download the sample of the paper, to give it a read,

and marvel at how perfectly it fits your needs. Should one want a revision, they get it for
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free. The paper is also delivered to the student by the relevant deadline. PaperHelp

offers a range of pricing options, with prices starting at £11.99 per page, depending on the

complexity and the type of dissertation paper required by the student. Notably, the

website also offers a 20% off discount if the student is planning on ordering more papers

and being a repeat customer for the website. For students with no income and struggling

to make ends meet, this is certainly an attractive and exciting proposition.

One student review of PaperHelp praised the company for their excellent customer

service and high-quality writing. The student reported that they were able to submit their

dissertation on time and received a high grade thanks to the help of the PaperHelp team.

The student also noted that the customer support team was very helpful in answering

any questions or concerns they had throughout the process.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

What is a dissertation?

A dissertation is a long, written piece of work that is typically required for a master's or

doctoral degree. A dissertation typically includes an introduction, literature review,

methodology, results, and conclusion sections, and it is often used to demonstrate a

student's understanding of a particular subject or to make an argument for a particular

point of view. A dissertation usually ranges anywhere from 8,000 words to 15,000 words

plus predicated on the university or college and/or the topic of the dissertation and the

university/ college degree undertaken by the student.

What is the difference between a dissertation and a thesis?

A dissertation and a thesis are both long, written pieces of work that are typically

required for a higher degree. However, there are some differences between the two. A

dissertation is typically required for a doctoral degree, while a thesis is typically required

for a master's degree. A dissertation is usually more comprehensive and research-heavy

than a thesis, and it may include original research or data collection. Thesis is more

commonly thought of as a simpler but much larger essay text that may not include the

comprehensive data and graphs that a dissertation may include.

What is the purpose of dissertation writing?

The purpose of dissertation writing is to demonstrate a student's understanding of a

particular subject or to make an argument for a particular point of view. A dissertation is

typically a long, written piece of work that is required for a student to earn a higher

degree such as a master's or doctoral degree. It is meant to be a capstone project that

showcases the student's knowledge and understanding of a particular subject, as well as

their ability to conduct independent research and write a comprehensive, well-organized,

and well-written paper.
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The purpose of dissertation writing is to contribute new knowledge or insights to a

particular field of study, and it is typically a required component of higher degree

programs in academic fields such as the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences.

A dissertation typically includes an introduction, literature review, methodology, results,

and conclusion sections, and it is meant to be a thorough and in-depth analysis of a

particular topic.

Is 1 month enough to write a dissertation?

It is possible to write a dissertation in 1 month, but it will likely require a lot of hard work

and long hours. The amount of time it takes to write a dissertation can vary greatly

depending on the specific requirements of the assignment and the amount of research

and writing required. It is generally advisable to start working on a dissertation as soon as

possible and to allow ample time for the research and writing process, since the student

may stumble upon challenges that the student did not predict or expect at the beginning

of writing the dissertation such as limitation on the data collection process, among other

things.

How can a dissertation writing service help me get better grades?

A dissertation writing service can help students improve their grades by providing high-

quality writing assistance. A professional writer can help ensure that a student's

dissertation is well-written, well-organized, and free of errors, which can help increase

their chances of receiving a good grade due to the fact that these experts have

conducted and completed several dissertations in the past and thus, they know what is

required for such a dissertation. Additionally, a dissertation writing service can help

students save time and stress by taking on the task of writing their dissertation, allowing

them to focus on other important tasks or responsibilities.

How long does it take to write a 10000 word dissertation?

The amount of time it takes to write a 10000-word dissertation can vary significantly

depending on a number of factors such as the complexity of the topic, the student's

writing skills, and their availability to work on the project. It is important to keep in mind

that dissertation writing is a complex and time-consuming process that requires a

significant amount of research, organization, and writing skills.

In general, it is recommended that students allow themselves plenty of time to work on

their dissertation, as it is a major project that requires careful planning and execution.

Some students may be able to complete a 10000-word dissertation in a shorter amount

of time than others, depending on their level of expertise in the subject, their writing skills,

and their ability to work efficiently.

It is generally recommended that students allow at least several months to work on a

10000-word dissertation, although it is possible to complete it in a shorter amount of time



if the student is able to work efficiently and effectively. It is important to start working on

the dissertation as soon as possible, as it is a long and complex project that requires a

significant amount of time and effort.

How does this dissertation writing service work?

Dissertation writing services typically work by matching students with professional writers

who can help them with their writing needs. Students can place an order for a

dissertation online via the website of these dissertation writing services and provide

specific instructions for their assignment. The writing service will identify the right person

from their team to work on the order and then assign the order to a qualified writer, who

knows the subject matter well and who will work on the dissertation and the qualified

writer will subsequently deliver it to the student by the agreed-upon deadline.

Are dissertation writing services legal in the UK?

Dissertation writing services are legal in the UK, as long as they are used for academic

purposes and do not involve cheating or plagiarism. It is generally accepted that

students may seek assistance with their academic writing, including dissertation writing, as

long as they are using the services for legitimate purposes and are not attempting to

pass off someone else's work as their own.

In the UK, it is generally considered acceptable for students to use writing services to

help them with their academic writing, as long as they are using the services in an ethical

and responsible manner. This means that students should not attempt to pass off

someone else's work as their own, and they should make sure to properly cite any

sources they use in their dissertation.

Can I pay someone to write my dissertation?

It is possible for students to pay someone to write their dissertation, although it is

important for students to be aware of the risks and potential consequences of doing so.

Hiring someone to write a dissertation can be a useful option for students who are

struggling with their academic writing, or who may not have the time or resources to

complete the work on their own. However, it is important for students to be aware of the

potential risks and consequences of hiring someone to write their dissertation. The

student is perfectly capable of submitting the dissertation in a plagiarism checker website

online to ensure that there is no plagiarism involved in the dissertation prior to submitting

it to the university/ college. Plagiarism checker websites are found with both free and

paid options.

What is the best dissertation writing service in the UK?

While there are many excellent dissertation writing services available in the UK, Ivory

Research is widely regarded as the best in terms of quality and reliability. The company
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has a team of experienced writers who are all native English speakers, and they offer a

wide range of writing services including dissertation writing, thesis writing, and research

paper writing. They also have a commitment to meeting deadlines and offer a money-

back guarantee if a student is not satisfied with their work, which means that they are a

very customer-centric company that believes in customer satisfaction.

Conclusion

In conclusion, dissertation writing can be a daunting task for many students, but using a

reliable and trustworthy writing service can make a big difference in the quality of the

final product. The top 6 dissertation writing services reviewed in this article - Ivory

Research, EssayFactory, PaperCoach, EssayPro, 99Papers, and PaperHelp - are all

excellent options for students, especially UK students, in need of writing assistance. Each

of these companies offers a wide range of writing services, experienced writers, and a

commitment to customer satisfaction. Ultimately, the best dissertation writing service for a

particular student will depend on their individual needs and preferences, but any of the

companies on this list are sure to provide high-quality writing and excellent customer

service.
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